the war^situation, october 8, 1940
will require the concentrated attention of the House in the weeks
that lie before us.    We have to make a job of this business of
living and working under fire, and I have not the slightest doubt
that when we have settled down to it, we shall establish conditions
which will be a credit to our Island society and to the whole British
family, and will enable us to maintain the production of those
weapons in good time upon which our whole safety and future
depend.    Thus we shall be able to prove to all our friends and
sympathisers in every land, bond or free, that Hitler's act of mass
terror against the British nation has failed as conspicuously as his
magnetic mine and other attempts to strangle our seaborne trade.
Meanwhile, what has happened to the invasion which we have
been promised every month and almost every week since the
beginning of July ?  Do not let us be lured into supposing that the
danger  is  past.    On  the  contrary,   unwearying  vigilance  and
the swift and steady strengthening of our Forces by land, sea and
air which is in progress must be at all costs maintained.    Now that
we are in October, however, the weather becomes very uncertain,
and there are not many lucid intervals of two or three days together
in which river barges can cross the narrow seas and land upon
our beaches.    Still, those intervals may occur.    Fogs may aid the
foe.    Our  armies,   which  are  growing  continually  in  numbers,
equipment, mobility and training, must be maintained all through
the winter, not only along the beaches but in reserve, as the
majority are, like leopards crouching to spring at the invader's
throat.    The enemy has certainly got prepared enough shipping
and barges to throw half a million men in a single night on to salt
water—or into it.   The Home Guard, which now amounts to
1,700,000 men, must nurse their weapons and sharpen their bayonets.
[Interruption.]   I have taken the trouble to find out very carefully
how many hundred thousands of bayonets are at this time in their
possession before I uttered such an adjuration; and for those who
have not bayonets at the moment, I have provided for them by the
phrase :   " They must nurse their weapons."   During the winter
training must proceed, and the building of a great well-equipped
army, not necessarily always to be confined to these islands, must go
forward in a hardy and rigorous manner.    My right hon. Friend,
the Secretary of State for War, will, in the course of the next few
weeks, give a further account in private Session of the tremendous
strides  which  under his  guidance our  military organisation is
making in all its.branches.    He will also announce in public the
improvements which we have found it possible to make in the
allowances for the dependants of the Fighting Services to meet
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